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***

Turkey’s President Recep Tayyip Erdogan in the days leading up to Tuesday July 11th’s two-
day NATO summit in Vilnius, Lithuania appears to have dramatically pivoted back into the

Western Deep State fold, on Saturday July 8th raising the issue of becoming an EU member
again, advocating Ukraine join NATO, finally giving in to Sweden as a NATO member on the
eve  of  the  Vilnius  NATO  summit,  and  last  Saturday  releasing  five  neo-Nazi  Ukrainian
Azovstal commanders vowing to return to the combat zone who were held in a Turkish
prison, breeching the original agreement between Ankara, Kiev and Moscow to hold off their
release until after the Ukraine conflict.

In front of the cameras handing five commanders over to a beaming Volodymyr Zelensky in
Ankara last weekend was optically a much-needed promotional big PR win for Ukraine, just
ahead  of  the  Vilnius  NATO  summit.  With  Ukraine’s  counteroffensive  a  complete  failure,
optics means everything to this fake actor. But to Russia Erdogan and Zelensky’s move was
viewed  as  Erdogan  stabbing  his  close  ally  Russia  in  the  back.  Right  afterwards,  the
opportunistic  actor  Zelensky  flew  off  to  Snake  Island  to  thank  Ukraine  troops,  basking  in
more centerstage theatrics, reminding the world that southern Ukraine’s coastline access to
the Black Sea is still  controlled by Kiev, despite strong likelihood that Russia will  soon
militarily snatch Odessa and Ukraine’s sea access away for good. The shrinking nation and
population of Ukraine will be without its “fearless” dictator puppet soon as well.

A further development explaining this abrupt switcheroo by turncoat Erdogan suddenly
kissing US/NATO’s ass again is the F-16 fighter jet deal with the US, announced on Tuesday

July 11th at the Vilnius, Lithuania NATO summit. This deal had been held up until Erdogan

caved in to agree on Sweden becoming the 33rd NATO member.

Considering that over nearly the last decade, Erdogan has consistently thumbed his nose at
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America, NATO and the West, overtly distancing himself from his NATO membership while
defiantly  strengthening  ties  with  Putin,  Erdogan  in  2022  steadfastly  refused  to  join  the
US/NATO’s  condemnation  and  sanction  pile-on  against  Putin  for  his  Special  Military
Operation  in  Ukraine.  Less  than  two  months  ago,  Erdogan  defiantly  stated  in  a  CNN
interview:

We are not at a point where we would impose sanctions on Russia like the West have
done. We are not bound by the West’s sanctions. We are a strong state and we have a
positive  relationship  with  Russia.  Russia  and  Turkey  need  each  other  in  every  field
possible.

So naturally this last week’s complete turnaround is drawing lots of attention. Erdogan has
been coerced by US/NATO/Western power to seemingly betray his now well-established
friendship with Putin. Erdogan’s neutrality stance toward the Ukraine conflict worked in his
favor amongst his Turkish voting constituents to secure his recent reelection bid, and now
having overcome that hurdle, Erdogan has apparently reverted back to his checkered past
playing both sides against each other in the perennial East vs. West Cold War chessboard
game, with yet more cloak and dagger politics that he’s notorious for.

Aligning with Putin essentially amounted to aligning with the demonized enemy of the
globalist City of London-US power structure, and was not to be tolerated as outright sleeping
with the enemy. On top of that, as leader of the seven-decade long NATO member Turkey
since 2014, Erdogan’s sudden aggression disputing fellow NATO member Greece’s ancient
sovereign right to its own east Aegean Islands was deemed as more over-the-top antics and
insolence bucking the City of London/Washington DC/NATO pecking order deemed the last

straw. On February 6th, 2023, the devastating 7.8 Turkish earthquake killing over 50,000
victims appears to be yet another unnatural catastrophe.

In the following month in March Erdogan and his Turkish parliament’s unanimous vote was
the  final  NATO  member  to  approve  Finland’s  entry  into  NATO  as  an  early  sign  of  post-
earthquake submission to the West. Thus, in the lead-up to the NATO summit this week,
increased pressure was brought to bear on the Turkish president to toe the line, lest another
killer earthquake or Soros Purple Revolution erupt in his backyard.

With NATO Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg and NATO member majority calling for Kiev’s
clear expedited pathway to membership, it’s clear that the Western puppets following their
bloodline masters’  orders are inching ever closer to igniting nuclear WWIII.  The Vilnius
summit this week has forwarded NATO’s rushed plan guaranteeing Ukraine security for
years to come that for all intents and purposes means full de facto NATO membership,
despite the largely empty claim to defer it until after the war against Russia ends.

On July 8th the same day as Erdogan and Zelensky violated the deal they made with Putin
regarding the Azov prisoners, Erdogan had the gall to say he was pressing Putin to extend
the Black Sea grain deal Erdogan brokered last summer for both Ukraine and Russia’s
shipments of the vital food staple’s safe passage to feed a hungry world. Whereas Kiev’s
grain shipments were earmarked for needy African nations, it turned out virtually all of its
grain went straight to nations in the European Union. Moreover, it’s been reported that so-
called Western cargo ships transporting grain have also been covertly used in the past to
ship Western weapons in through Ukraine’s port of Odessa. As a result, Russia has been
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wanting out of the grain deal, and now it obviously has every justifiable reason for shutting
it down. Erdogan gained geopolitical brownie points as international broker between the two
warring enemies in a humanitarian cause, but also financially gained as middleman charging
vessels’ access to Black Sea entry through Turkey’s Strait of Dardanelles. Some analysts
minimize the apparent betrayal by Erdogan toward Putin, claiming his last weekend deal
breaker colluding with Zelensky to liberate Azovstal commanders was merely a necessary
setup for Russia to then justify pulling out of the grain deal, and that Erdogan and Putin still
remain allied “friends,” albeit on a less overt basis.

As part of the Ukraine NATO membership greenlight on Tuesday July 11th, NATO head
Stoltenberg proposed a fast track end-around to make Kiev a full-fledge member without the
wait and bureaucratic hoops other countries go through.

This again only shows the desperation the bloodline controllers are in to push through this
instant pathway to nuclear war. Stoltenberg announced the newly formed Ukraine-NATO

council meeting with Zelensky at the summit on Wednesday July 12th. Spoiled manipulator
Zelensky even threatened to boycott the Vilnius summit unless a concrete instant roadmap
to NATO membership is guaranteed. Meanwhile, as recently as last week Braindead Biden
told CNN that it is “premature” for Ukraine’s NATO membership, but how many times has
this chronic liar not kept his word?

Even with the fast track proposal by Stoltenberg, like a truculent, spoiled child, the Kiev
narcissist Zelensky angrily wrote his “it’s never enough” response on Telegram:

While at the same time vague wording about ‘conditions’ is added even for inviting
Ukraine. It seems there is no readiness neither to invite Ukraine to NATO nor to make it
a member of the Alliance… This means that a window of opportunity is being left to
bargain Ukraine’s membership in NATO in negotiations with Russia. And for Russia, this
means motivation to continue its terror. Uncertainty is weakness. And I will  openly
discuss this at the summit.

Despite incurring the little dictator’s wrath, the NATO bloc’s joint statement at the summit

issued on Tuesday July 11th proclaimed:

We reaffirm the commitment we made at  the 2008 summit  in  Bucharest  that  Ukraine
will become a member of NATO, and today we recognize that Ukraine’s path to full
Euro-Atlantic integration has moved beyond the need for the Membership Action Plan.

Because a unanimous consensus among NATO was not reached, fearing nuclear war against
Russia,  the  feebly  transparent  excuse  that  Ukraine  still  needs  to  improve  “additional
democratic and security sector reforms” prior to full entrance was the NATO bloc verdict,
though again, a majority no doubt regard Kiev is still a de facto member.

The Telegraph ran its July 8th headline,

“Fearful Germany preparing to block Ukraine’s Nato membership bid.” The UK rag along
with its  government and most NATO countries apparently  are all  in  for  world war
against the largest nuclear power on earth, and any Western nation that dares to balk
or think twice at plunging off suicide cliff apparently gets labeled “fearful.”
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The problem is Germany’s Chancellor Olaf Scholz is a vassal, acquiescing completely to his
supposed US ally’s Nord Stream pipeline sabotage. We live in an insanely dangerous world
now. In reality, Germany is not alone wanting to survive what’s coming and it’s doubtful
Ukraine  will  officially  be  admitted  to  the  NATO  suicide  club.  In  the  meantime,  Russia  will
steamroll its way to victory sometime this summer.

The Baltic States and Poland are the biggest Russian haters chomping at the bit for NATO to
battle it out against Putin. Yet nearly half of the Polish people in the latest poll are against
Ukraine’s NATO membership because they wish to stay alive a few more years.

But sadly, the flipside of this survey indicates that even a slight majority in Poland actually
desire Kiev as a member, which automatically through Article 5 brings on nuclear World War
III. So, bottom line here is that most Poles want WWIII. And guess who will be the first to die
from a Russian launched mushroom cloud, this brainwashed, war-craving, Russia-hating
Polish majority along with the rest of Europe, North America and there goes our world fast
becoming instinct of the humanoid creatures for yet another evolutional go-round. As long
as Satan’s dominion is this earth, it seems Homo sapiens are forever doomed.

But the West has not let up pressure in the least to incite a wider war against Moscow,
especially with Commander-in-Thief Biden’s decision last week to begin sending cluster
bombs to Kiev as one more desperado move breeching yet another Putin red line. It’s all too
obvious that the global powerbrokers are going down with Ukraine, so they are frantically
lighting an ever-so-short fuse now to potential nuclear annihilation. The bloodline controllers
and their puppets are all working overtime for Satan.

Speaking of cluster bombs and working for Satan, National Security Council spokesman John
Kirby  openly  admitted  to  US  war  crimes  on  Sunday  news  venues  with  the  following
statement:

We can all agree that more civilians have been and will continue to be killed by Russian
forces… than will likely be hurt by the use of these cluster munitions… We are very
mindful  of  the  concerns  about  civilian  casualties  and unexploded ordinance  being
picked up by civilians or children and being hurt, of course we’re mind of that.

A 123-nation majority around the globe banned this deplorable weapon since 2010 for
indiscriminate targeting of civilians after studies showed 97% of those who die are civilians
and two out of three are children.

The Kremlin argues Kirby just  admitted the US is  knowingly committing war crimes in
Ukraine, with the vast majority of victims, civilians who’ll  most likely be ethnic Russian
children living in the Donbass, Kherson and Zaporozhe years from now.

Even  Democrats  and  many  NATO  countries  oppose  this  latest  desperado  move  to
ineffectively  delay  the  inevitability  of  a  Russian  victory  culminated  by  Ukraine’s
unconditional surrender as a devastated failed state empty shell of a nation. And that all this
death and destruction could have so easily been prevented by US/West/bloodline controllers
if only Russia’s right to national security was accepted. But the Satanic elements feeding off
death and destruction would not have it any other way.

*
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